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an example of the failure of Christianity. It is a
barbaric usage, which may be traced distinctly to a
barbaric origin, and which is entirely opposed to Christ's
law. Assuredly if a Paul or a John could have wit-
nessed two Christians facing each other with loaded
pistols to avenge a hasty word, they would have called
for the crack of doom to end all. And yet it is a usage
which prevailed through all ^Christian countries at a
very recent period. Barbarism in this instance prevailed
signally over Christian influences. Further, it is not to
be denied that the spirit of revenge entered into this
usage. Nevertheless if we compare in our imaginations
the duellist of modern times with the Agamemnon of
Sophocles insulting the corpse of his dead enemy, or
with the Ajas of the same play torturing in his tent the
ram he supposes to be Ulysses, we shall perceive a
vast difference between the two, and shall remain con-
vinced, in spite of all adverse appearances, that the spirit
of revenge, if not expelled from human life, has been
at least dethroned and fettered by Christ. The revenge
described by Sophocles is unmixed hatred and spite. It
delights in mischief as mischief; it is intent upon its
prey as a vulture upon a carcase ; it feasts upon the
misery of its object as upon delicious food. The feelings
of the duellist may in exceptional cases have been similar,
but in ordinary cases they were totally different. And
it was only because they were assumed to be totally
different that the usage was approved by society. Into
these feelings revenge scarcely entered at all. Often, instead
of wishing the destruction of his enemy, he rather desired
him to escape. Even if the enmity was mortal, at least
he only wished for his destruction, not that he might

